Milady's Standard Fundamentals For Estheticians 9E - Exam Review
**Synopsis**

The revised edition of this student practice review contains over 1,000 questions similar to those that may be found on state licensing exams for professional estheticians. It employs the multiple-choice type question, which has been widely adopted and approved by the majority of state licensing boards. The exam review also includes three 100-question practice tests and an answer key for all questions.
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**Customer Reviews**

I purchased this book to study from for my stateboard here in CA. This book was dated and seemed to reflect nothing that was on my stateboard test. I do not recommend this book for California’s board it was irrelevant and useless! Your better off not getting it and just going from the test book and other resources!

This book is outdated and covers only about 10% of the test in the state of Tennessee. But if you are tired of reading your old book and need a fresh view then for a few bucks this is not bad. I got 2 questions from the book on the test, which for me was worth it. Look for something newer, if there’s nothing, buy it.

I didn’t want to waist a lot of time and money going to college for something I might loose intrest in so I bought some used books first to see if this is what I wanted to try an learn.
It really helped me with the theory portion of the exam. The science review was awesome. I would recommend it to anyone who needs to take the Esthetician state board exam.
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